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KEY POINTS 

The Department of Basic Education (DBE) has five conditional grants that are transferred to 

provinces for them to use for specific purposes. DBE is responsible for the planning, 

monitoring and overseeing each of these grants to ensure that provinces are using these funds 

to implement activities and meet outputs as specified in each of the grant frameworks. The 

grants address various problems.    

In addition, the virtual and online support has made it possible for the GAMS unit to provide a 

fair amount of support and guidance to PEDs which would not have been possible if the unit 

relied only on site monitoring and support. Furthermore, the virtual and online monitoring and 

supports has proved to be cost effective as it cuts travelling and accommodation costs. 

However, less travel and accommodation resulting from virtual and online monitoring and 

support result in reduced travelling time and costs and in turn increase productivity. The 

conditional grants are targeted at high priority areas within basic education to ensure that 

these areas receive dedicated funding. The CGs therefore affect learners and teachers and 

sometimes targeted members within these groups.  

Over the past three years, the DBE have spent about R120 million (R42.9 million in 2018/19, 

R41.8 million in 2019/20 and R34.95 million in 2020/21) on the Grant Administration, 

Monitoring, Oversight and Support across all five grants. These grants are the EIG, NSNP, 

MST, LSPID and HIV/AIDS. The main cost drivers are compensation of employees which 

accounts for 69 per cent of the total expenditure or about R82 million. About R14.5 million was 

spent on travel and subsistence and R2.2 million on venues and facilities. These expenses 

are largely associated with monitoring visits. Expenditure on travel have declined in the 

2020/21 as a result of travel restrictions during the lockdowns. The department has seemingly 

adapted its oversight activities shifts to a form of virtual monitoring which has resulted in cost 

savings. 

 

National Treasury propose a three phase scenario savings of R1.8 billion over the medium, 

where in the first year is a conservative scenario of 10 per cent which is expected to realise 

savings of R588  million in 2022/23, the second scenario is a 20 per cent moderate scenario 

which is expected to realise savings of R608 million in 2023/24 and lastly is the significant 

scenario of 30 per cent which is expected to realise savings of R623 million in 2024/25. These 

savings will be realised under goods and services and compensation of employees items. 

However, it should be noted that the fully-fledged online platform would require the setup costs 

which would be once off.  
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The findings from the institutional analysis reveal that all oversight units share some common 

factors, for example the compilation of business plan, procurement, drafting of the reports and 

monitoring and evaluation which is the process whereby DBE personnel travel to provinces to 

physically monitor implementation through site visits.  In this process there is a use of goods 

and services items for example travel and subsistence allowance, catering, venues and 

facilities. There is some scope to streamline the common processes. 

 

The National School Nutrition Programme (NSNP) provides a nutritious meal to learners in 

quintiles 1-3 schools on every school day and the Learners With Profound Intellectual 

Disabilities targets learners with these disabilities. The Maths, Science and Technology (MST) 

grant provides support to schools, teachers and learners to increase the number of learners 

doing and succeeding in these subject areas. The HIV and Aids (Lifeskills Education) grant 

provides resources and training for Lifeskills education and to support those affected by HIV 

and Aids. The Education Infrastructure Grant (EIG) supplements provincial budgets for the 

maintenance, upgrading and construction of school infrastructure.  

 

The sector has introduced conditional grants with dedicated funding transferred to provinces 

to be used for specified purposes that address the identified problems. The national 

department has set up separate oversight units for each of the grants that plan and monitor 

the implementation of these grants to ensure that they address their respective problems.  

These oversight units report into a grant administration unit that collates the information for 

submission to the Treasury. The NSNP, LSPID and MST grants have Treasury earmarked allocations 

for oversight, whereas the oversight of the other grants is funded from the usual (not earmarked) voted 

funds. The earmarked allocations can also be augmented by voted funds, should that be necessary. 

Decisions on the size of allocations for these functions are usually taken at programme level, with the 

detailed plans on the specific use of funds made by each oversight directorate.  

 

All the grant oversight units undertake planning, monitoring and oversight. While the planning 

(drafting conditional grant frameworks) requires specific expertise aligned to the respective 

grant purposes (e.g. infrastructure expertise for the EIG, special needs education for the 

LSPID), but it could be argued that there are less specific skills needed for the monitoring and 

oversight. There is thus the possibility to share some of these duties and functions in order for 

the unit to be more efficient in conducting this oversight, considering that all oversight units 

share some common factors, e.g. DBE personnel travel to provinces to physically monitor 

implementation through site visits, thereby improving the efficiency of the oversight of the 

conditional grants.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

The Department of Basic Education (DBE) has established five conditional grants. The 

department is responsible for the planning, monitoring and overseeing each of these grants to 

ensure that provinces are using these funds to implement activities and meet outputs as 

specified in each of the grant frameworks. The national government uses conditional grants 

as a funding mechanism to ensure that national priorities are achieved at a provincial level.  

 

The conditional grants under analysis in this spending review are for the basic education 

sector where they are targeted at high priority areas to ensure that these areas receive 

dedicated funding.  

 

The aim of this spending review is to determine whether government can save monies by 

streamlining and improving the grant planning, administration, monitoring and support 

functions with the Department of Basic Education.  

 
 
Main findings 

There are some differences between the approved organogram and the actual configuration 

of grant oversight units. This is reflected in a significant deviation between the data from 

PERSAL and the data from the departmental organogram. It appears that the department has 

adjusted the staffing levels within these grant units. Whereas some positions have benefited 

elevated to a higher pay grade, other positions have been downscaled to lower pay grades.  

The comparison between PERSAL and Organogram shows that for certain conditional grants 

(for example NSNP, MST and HIV/AIDS), personnel costs appear high. The Department 

spends more on personnel expenditure than what it planned to in its approved organogram. 

In 2018/19, the department has spent R12.6 million as per the persal data and R12 million 

according to the organogram, this situation changed in 2019/20 where according to persal 

data R9 million has been spent and R1 million spent according to the organogram and lastly 

in 2020/21 R8.9 million has been spent according to the persal data and R11.9 million 

according to the organogram data. Deviation between these two data sets causes deviations 

of R436 0555 in 2018/19, R3.2 million more in 2019/20 and R3.1 million more in 2020/21.  
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In 2018/19, the department have spent R23.8 million, R25.8 million in 2019/20 and R24.5 

million in 2020/21 on technical expertise. This expenditure represents a fairly healthy 

expenditure growth of 27 per cent in 2018/19, 28 per cent in 2019/20 and 29 per cent in 

2020/21. There is some scope and opportunities for the department to streamline and improve 

the grant planning, administration, monitoring and support functions within the Department of 

Basic Education within the grant administration, oversight and monitoring functions by making 

better use of administrative resources and technology by creating a single central pool of 

administration.  

 

The online and virtual monitoring and support activities utilised by the Grant GAMS unit has 

proved efficient in that it has enabled easy access to support, continuous monitoring and 

support, it requires less time to reach more people and enables faster response to identified 

challenges. In addition, the virtual and online support has made it possible for the GAMS unit 

to provide a fair amount of support and guidance to PEDs which would not have been possible 

if the unit relied only on-site monitoring and support. The enablers for conducting monitoring 

and evaluation are travel and subsistence, catering, venues and facilities. However, there is a 

noted decline on travel and subsistence from R6.7 million in 2018/19 to R6.2 million in 2019/20 

and R1.7 million in 2020/21. Similarly, to both the catering where there is a decline in 

expenditure from R507 000 in 2018/19, R493 000 in 2019/20 and R222 000 in 2020/21. Under 

venues and facilities have declined to R437 000 in 2020/21 from R1.2 million in 2018/19.  The 

latta decline was caused mainly by the covid-19 restrictions on travel. 

 

Furthermore, the virtual and online monitoring and supports has proved to be cost effective as 

it cuts travelling and accommodation costs. However, less travel and accommodation resulting 

from virtual and online monitoring and support result in reduced travelling time and costs and 

in turn increase productivity.  

 

However, Grant admin where savings may come from is constant over the years and may not 

realise savings. The use of technology as the DBE is currently conducting some meetings on 

virtual is the area where savings maybe realised. There are less specific skills needed for the 

monitoring and oversight. There are potential overlaps in the roles and responsibilities of 

stakeholders.  

The key recommendations are as follows:  

• The analysis suggests that there is some scope for streamlining the grant 

administration, oversight and monitoring functions by making better use of 

administrative resources and technology. 
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• For all the grants, the department should invest resources in developing an online 

tracking tool that will be used to monitor to track progress on the implementation of key 

Grant activities and identify implementation challenges and addressing these 

timeously.  

• The desktop monitoring should be used to augment the current monitoring and support 

methods.  

• DBE is required to develop indicators for the GAMS that relate to planning, execution 

to reporting. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of the Spending Review 

The aim of this spending review is to determine whether there are opportunities to streamline 

and improve the grant planning, administration, monitoring and support functions with the 

Department of Basic Education., this spending review is meant to provide a greater insight 

and assist to improve the cost effectiveness and value for money in conducting an oversight 

of different conditional grant oversight administered by the department of basic education 

sector. 

 

1.2 The problem statement 

The Department of Basic Education (DBE) has five conditional grants that are transferred to 

provinces for them to use for specific purposes, as specified in each of the grant frameworks. 

DBE is responsible for the planning, monitoring and oversight of each of these grants to ensure 

that provinces are using these funds to implement activities and meet outputs as specified in 

each of the grant frameworks. to the need for dedicated and earmarked grant funding arises 

because certain national priorities are left under or unfunded amongst competing prioritises in 

provincial government.  

The grants address various problems amongst other to address backlogs and spatial 

disparities in economic and social infrastructure; enhancing programme delivery with the 

objective of achieving set norms and standards. For the purpose of achieving particular 

national government policy objectives, Government has opted for the introduction of grants in 

order to address various problems amongst others is the findings emerged during lockdown 

to support need for NSNP; gap to meet basic school infrastructure norms and standard for 

EIG; high incidence rate of HIV infections among youth for HIV and Aids grant; lack of 

education opportunities for learners with severe intellectual disabilities as found by the 

Western Cape High Court; and relatively low number of maths and science matric passes for 

MST grant.     

The five grants identified address specific problems including pervasive levels of poverty, 

insufficient training and resources in key areas (MST and HIV and Aids), historical 

infrastructure backlogs and changing enrolment patterns. These problems occur year-round 

and that it exists in all provinces which justifies the need for a set of conditional grants.  Each 

grant addresses the following problems within the education system: 
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• Education Infrastructure Grant – infrastructure backlogs in schools as a result of historical 

inequities within the education system. The grant also aims to provide learners with a safe 

schooling environment by removing unsafe infrastructure such as pit latrine, repairing and 

rehabilitating infrastructure such as fences, roofs and walls, and upgrading farm schools.  

• The National School Nutrition Programme (NSNP) which aims to enhance the learning 

capacity of learners through the provision of a healthy meal at schools provides a nutritious 

meal to learners in quintiles 1-3 schools on every school day. 

• The Learners With Profound Intellectual Disabilities As a result of a court case, National 

Treasury awarded DBE a Conditional Grant for Learners with Severe to Profound 

Intellectual Disability (LSPID) to ensure children with severe to profound intellectual 

disabilities access quality public funded education and support.   

• The Maths, Science and Technology (MST) grant provides support to schools, teachers 

and learners to increase the number of learners doing and succeeding in these subject 

areas.  

• The HIV and Aids (Lifeskills Education) integrate HIV and AIDS and relevant life skills into 

the school curriculum as a strategy to prevent and mitigate the spread of HIV infection, 

and to provide care and support for learners that are infected and affected by HIV and 

AIDS. The grant provides comprehensive sexuality education and access to sexual and 

reproductive health services to learners by supporting the provision of employee health 

and wellness programmes for educators and to mitigate the impact of HIV and TB by 

providing a caring, supportive and enabling environment for learners and educators, in the 

process reduce the vulnerability of children to HIV, TB and STIs, with a particular focus on 

orphaned children and girls 

 

POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION 

1.3 Key policies, laws and regulations 

The department of basic education is a concurrent function and that the conditional grants 

delivered by the provincial education department. The administration and management of the 

conditional grants is guided by legislation and policies. Some of which are outlined in Table 

below. 

Table 1: Laws and regulations 

Table 1 

Legislation/Policy Guiding Mandate  Relevance 

The Constitution of 

the Republic of 

South Africa, 

No108 of 1996. 

The Constitution is the most important 

law in the country. The Bill of Rights, 

contained in Chapter 2 of the 

Constitution, sets out the fundamental 

rights of all people in South Africa; 

these include the right to an 

By providing a meal to children, the 

NSNP gives effect to a child’s right to 

access basic education by ensuring that 

even children from poor and vulnerable 

communities can come to school.  
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Legislation/Policy Guiding Mandate  Relevance 

education. In terms of section 29, 

everyone has the right to a basic 

education, including adult basic 

education. Chapter 2, Section 28 and 

29 of the Bill of Rights outline the 

rights of children and the right to 

education. 

 

Section 216 of the Constitution 

provides for national government to 

transfer resources to Provinces in 

terms of the annual Division of 

Revenue Act (DoRA) to assist them in 

exercising their powers and 

performing their functions. These 

allocations are announced annually in 

the national budget. Transfers to 

Provincial Education Departments 

from national government 

(Department of Basic Education), 

depending on the type of conditional 

grant, are expected to be 

supplemented with transfers from 

provincial government. 

 

The LSPID also fulfils the Constitutional 

imperative for access by ensuring that 

learners with disabilities are able to 

access education that is appropriate and 

suited to their special needs.  

 

In line with the Bill of Rights, the EIG 

help accelerate construction, 

maintenance, upgrading and 

rehabilitation of new and existing 

infrastructure in education including 

district and circuit accommodation; to 

enhance capacity to deliver 

infrastructure in education; to address 

damage to infrastructure; to address 

achievement of the targets set out in the 

minimum norms and standards for 

school infrastructure. 

 

In fulfilling the right to education, and are 

a first step in the progressive realisation 

of the right. The Constitution speaks of 

progressive realisation. The HIV/AIDS 

was instituted to manage the impact of 

HIV/AIDS and intends to provide 

HIV/AIDS education and to prevent 

discrimination against people affected 

by and/or infected with HIV/AIDS.  

 

As part of the strategy to increase 

learner participation and performance in 

the MST, the DBE developed the 

Mathematics, Science and Technology 

(MST) Sector Plan pronouncing national 

and provincial targets. 

Laws and policies 

governing the 

basic education 

sector 

National Education Policy Act (Act No. 

27 of 1996), South African Schools 

Act (Act No.84 of 1996), National 

Norms and Standards for School 

Funding (NNSSF, as amended in 

2006), Employment of Educators Act 
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Legislation/Policy Guiding Mandate  Relevance 

(Act No. 76 of 1998) and the 

Education Laws Amendment Act (Act 

No. 24 of 2005).  

These policies, laws, and regulations 

govern delivery and monitoring and 

evaluation of Basic Education. 

South African 

Schools Act (No.84 

of 1996) 

Promotes access, quality and 

democratic governance in the 

schooling system, and ensures that 

all learners have right of access to 

quality education without 

discrimination. 

. 

 

Education White 

]Paper 6, Special 

Needs Education, 

Building an 

Inclusive 

Education and 

Training System: 

July 2001 

Operationalises the Constitutional 

right to education for all learners 

including LSPID by outlining how this 

right to education is realised. 

 

Children’s 

Amendment Act, 

No. 41 of 2007 

Gives effect to certain rights of 

children as contained in the 

Constitution and sets out principles 

relating to the care and protection of 

children. 

 

Division of 

Revenue Act 

(DoRA) 

Guides management of all 

government Conditional Grants 
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Implementation of savings at programme, department and national. 
 

The NSNP, LSPID and MST grants have Treasury earmarked allocations for oversight, 

whereas the oversight of the other grants is funded from the usual (not earmarked) voted 

funds. The earmarked allocations can also be augmented by voted funds, should that be 

necessary. Decisions on the size of allocations for these functions are usually taken at 

programme level, with the detailed plans on the specific use of funds made by each oversight 

directorate.  

 

These decisions are made at a programme level by the respective deputy directors-general, 

with chief directors and directors where applicable. These decisions include matters of staffing 

(number and post-levels), while decisions on the activities are mainly taken at directorate 

levels.  

 

Stakeholders analysis 
There are various stakeholders involved in the delivery, implementation and monitoring and 

evaluation of conditional grants. These stakeholders fall under either one more level of 

Government (National, Provincial or District/local level).  

• National Treasury is required to publish the conditional grants allocations in the 

Government gazette; In addition, National Treasury publishes a payment schedule 

that sets out exactly when equitable share and conditional grant funds are to be 

transferred. 

• Provincial Treasury similarly publishes indicative allocations to be made in the 

government gazette (inclusive of conditional grant transfers to schools); 

• The Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation (DPME) responsible for 

monitoring performance on the conditional grants. 

• Parliamentary Portfolio Committee responsible for conducting oversight on the 

management of conditional grants. 

The Department submit a quarterly report to National Treasury on each grant’s performance. 

This reporting is led by a conditional grants coordinator in the department whose responsibility 

it is to consolidate reports on all the grants. The grants coordinator also coordinates and 

consolidates inputs on each of the grant frameworks, where the specific outputs and grant 

conditions are specified. In addition, he leads the team that reports to parliament on grant 

performance. Therefore, it appears that the Department has created a central point to manage 

their reporting responsibilities to different stakeholders.   
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Oversight team leaders also report on their specific grant’s performance to conditional grant 

forums that include other stakeholders (e.g. provincial grant administrators, National Treasury, 

DPME) and heads of education sub-committees (e.g. school infrastructure, ICTs in education, 

special needs education, finance).  

Figure 1 

 

 

DELIVERY PROCESSES   

How does the programme work? 

The five conditional grants are a schedule 4 grant and this means that the provincial education 

departments can supplement funding using their own equitable share. This means that a 

schedule 4 grant is an allocation to provinces to supplement the funding of programmes or 

functions funded from provincial budgets.   

Conditional grants for the basic education sector come in many forms and have various sorts 

of conditions associated with them as specified in the conditional grants frameworks. The 

scope of conditional grants varies along a spectrum. These conditions are imposed by the 

sphere of government allocating the funds in this instance the Department of Basic Education 

(DBE). 

  

CG Oversight Function: Process Map Diagram 
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1.4 GAMS Planning  

Evaluation of quarterly reports 

Each conditional grant has a framework that indicates the conditions, allocations and targets 

for the grant. These frameworks are reviewed each year and criteria might change depending 

on the need. There is a quarterly report that is provided to National Treasury provide details 

on the performance of the grants.  

The evaluation report and the quarterly reports currently looks at execution of the programme 

including the analysis on how well the funds have been spent against the allocated budget. 

This reporting is led by a conditional grant coordinator in the department whose responsibility 

it is to consolidate reports on all the grants. The grants coordinator also coordinates and 

consolidates inputs on each of the grant frameworks, where the specific outputs and grant 

conditions are specified. In addition, he leads the team that reports to parliament on grant 

performance. However, on the analysis the department does not provide adequate and sound 

explanation or the reasons for the deviation against the projections including the remedial 

action.  

Grant management system 

The department does not have the grants management system that is meant to provide a 

single,  centralized system to help the department to administer the grants through the entire 

grants lifecycle. Properly tracking all of the activities is critical to mitigating financial risk, 

avoiding audit findings and efficiently managing all of the grant activities. An electronic grant 

management system will also store all of the files to avoid the common challenge of trying to 

track them down when you need them. 

Alignment to payment schedule 

The department is responsible for administering by paying out the tranche-based evidence in 

with the conditional grant framework to provinces and direct to schools. In managing grant 

finances, the department develops and approve of provincial business plans; preparing and 

submitting payment schedules; transferring funds to provincial education department; and 

Monitoring Grant’s financial performance. The department together with the National Treasury 

are responsible for drafting the payment schedule. The preparation of a payment schedule is 

done at the end of the fourth quarter once the grant framework and allocations to provinces 

have been approved by the Director-General. However, the department does not have 

performance measures that talks about the disbursement of funds and the payment of trances 

alignment of the payment schedule with the cashflow projections.   

Administering of funds 
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The department also does not have performance indicators that determine how effective the 

administering of funds process is based on the conditional grant framework. The department 

does not have performance indicators that measure the success of the administration process 

of the GAMS process for example the efficiency of the process. Also, the department does not 

have systems and processes put in place to monitor the implementation of the payment 

schedule which indicate the tranches that ought to be made within a specific period of time to 

the respective provincial education departments which is an official document that outlines the 

schedule for transferring fund to the provinces. 

Quarterly reports 

The Department of Basic Education receive monthly as well as quarterly report on the delivery 

progress from all nine provinces. The key areas for example on the EIG conditional grant are 

included Quarterly, Infrastructure Progress Summary, Project Implementation Pipeline and HR 

Capacitation.  

 
Monitoring process 

The department monitors the implementation of the programme through the provincial visits 

conducted by the department, they provide support to provinces to unblock bottlenecks 

spending and performance challenges. The effectiveness of the support provided is thus not 

evaluated to determine if it is achieving it’s intended purpose. 

There should be a system for tracking the decisions made during provincial visits to make sure 

they are implemented.  

The GAMS Unit within the DBE does not an established online monitoring system and a tool 

that is used to track progress on the implementation of key Grant activities. Through the use 

of this tool the Unit constantly check progress, identify challenges and address these 

challenges through virtual engagement or if need be, through onsite support. This type of 

support is useful and cost-effective in that it allows timeous and targeted support as opposed 

to general support. The desktop monitoring is used to augment the two monitoring and support 

methods. In addition, there are monthly virtual support meetings with grant managers and 

transversal itinerant outreach team members. Online tracking tool used to monitor the 

implementation of grant activities and identify implementation challenges and addressing 

these timeously. The analysis quarterly performance reports and use findings to improve grant 

support and performance. 
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The online and virtual monitoring and support activities utilised by the Grant GAMS unit has 

proved efficient in that it has enabled easy access to support, continuous monitoring and 

support, it requires less time to reach more people and enables faster response to identified 

challenges.  

 

The National Department must monitor the conditional grants to evaluate whether they are 

meeting their objectives. The department also measures compliance and performance of 

grants against requirements set out conditional grant framework. The findings outlined in this 

section will cover all five conditional grants. As per the DoRA, the grant monitoring and 

oversight units is responsible for monitoring not only the Grant’s financial performance but also 

its non-financial performance. Monitoring the Grant’s performance is crucial as it enables the 

Unit to identify implementation challenges and provide support and guidance to PEDs in 

addressing these challenges. 

 

Under the planning section of the grant, the GAMS unit is responsible for the overall 

management of the conditional grant which includes, planning, grant administration, 

monitoring and providing support to provinces, districts and schools. The department’s grant 

management as the process that is always evolving and includes various lifecycle tasks. It is 

however, in certain areas oversee grants every part of a grant’s lifecycle, from grant planning 

to grant closeout reports. The sound and adequate monitoring of these life cycles could be 

adequate to assist in improving all chances of the project running smoothly. The department 

is required to monitor all stages of the grant process from planning to reporting and allow for 

any corrective actions where needed. Tracking and measuring the progress of a grant can be 

one of the greatest frustrations that grant managers face.  

 

Based on the grant process map reveals that the department’s performance indicators 

provided focus more on the implementation indicators. However, there is no tracking of 

planning and monitoring indicators. There are no indicators put in place for monitoring to 

determine if the planning process is achieving its desired results. The department does not 

have indicators that assess the quality of plans.  

 
Governance and reporting 

The monitoring of grant performance by provinces is done by education specialists, deputy 

education specialists for grants like the MST and LSPID, and deputy and assistant directors 

for the NSNP and EIG where the activities are not necessarily education-specific. The 

oversight teams are led by a director or a chief education specialist (CES) for the LSPID grant. 

Team members report to the director or CES, who in turn reports to their chief director or DDG.  
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Figure 2: Governance and Reporting 

Governance and Reporting 

 

 

 

Flow of funds 

These are conditional grants to provinces, so the funds are transferred from the national 

department of basic education to the 9 provincial education departments (PEDs). The PEDs 

use these funds in line with the specified objectives in the respective conditional grant 

frameworks. They report on the use of the funds within their respective PED structures, as 

well as to their respective provincial treasuries and the national department. The reporting to 

the national department is formally made to the director-general of DBE (i.e. signed off by 

heads of department). His office provides the reports to the grants coordinator, who distributes 

them to the relevant oversight units. 
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Figure 3: Flow of funds 
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Process Maps and Logical frameworks 

National School Nutrition Programme 

On an annual basis, the department meet with the Provincial Education Department 

representatives through the interprovincial meetings with the aim of discussing and evaluating, 

approve and submit provincial business plans that is accompanied by the learner database to 

the National Treasury. Consultation with district officials, provincial treasuries, provincial 

finance sections and the National Treasury takes place on business plans in August of each 

year. DBE and the Feed, Uplift, Educate and Learn NGO attend inter-district meetings upon 

invitation by provinces, whereby the Grant Framework is discussed and draft business plans 

are developed. Provinces submit first draft business plans to the DBE in September of each 

year. DBE evaluate first draft business plans and send comments to provinces by end October 

of every year. Provinces submit final approved business plans and requisite attachments to 

DBE in January. The transferring officer to approve national and provincial business plans by 

end March of every year.  

 

The transfer of funds to provinces and direct to schools in line with the approved payment 

schedule. Provinces that are transferring funds to schools develop and submit approved 

transfer schedules reflecting actual dates on which funds will be transferred to schools. The 

conditional grant framework is finalized. The transfer schedule dates are divided into the 

following two categories; provinces that are procuring via tender and those that are transferring 

funds to schools respectively. These are capture around June during review of the first draft 

framework. Provinces that procure via tender receive funds later because payment is made 

after goods are delivered. Provinces that transfer funds to schools receive funds during or 

before school holidays to enable disbursement of funds to schools before schools open for 

each quarter.  

 

The Senior Administration Officer responsible for compiling the BAS forms is tasked with 

monitoring whether the funds transferred to decentralised model provinces are also 

accordingly transferred to schools by provinces. This happens 21 days after each of the four 

transfers for food. Feedback from the provinces is incorporated in the quarterly report’s 

provincial expenditure section.  

 

Province work directly with the Grant Management Directorate on evaluating identified 

schools. The FUEL NGO works closely with provinces and Grant Management in this process. 

The Directorate team sometimes participates in the process of visiting schools for evaluation. 

Evaluation reports are submitted to Grant Management Directorate for consultation and final 

report submitted to National Treasury in line with Framework deadlines.  
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Figure 4: NSNP Process Map 

 
Education Infrastructure Grant 

The submission of a final signed off User-Asset Management Plan (U-AMP) for the starting 

financial year by end of March or beginning of April, with the prioritised project lists for the 

Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) by the PEDs at beginning of the financial year. 

This will include a comprehensive maintenance plan. PEDs to provide the relevant Provincial 

Treasuries with a list of infrastructure projects over the MTEF for tabling in the provincial 

legislature with the provincial Appropriation Bill in the format determined by the National 

Treasury by April. 

 

The submission of the draft U-AMPs for a period of at least 10 years in preparation for the 

coming financial year by the PEDs.  IPMPs and CPS for infrastructure programmes envisaged 

to commence within the period for the MTEF in preparation for the coming financial year. 

Provinces to submit quarterly report on the filling of posts on the approved establishment for 

the infrastructure units in the format approved by National Treasury within 22 days after the 

end of each quarter. Provinces to submit quarterly non-financial performance reports within 30 

days after end of each quarter. The process on the developing of a payment schedule for the 

transfer of allocations by DBE and submission to NT for approval before the first transfer is 

made. The DBE ensures that transfers to all PEDs are made in accordance with the approved 

payment schedule and deposited into the primary bank account of a province. The monthly 

submission of Infrastructure Reporting Model (IRM) by the PEDs to DBE. At the end of the 

financial year, the unit compiles the evaluation reports and submit it to Grant Management 

Directorate for consultation and final report submitted to National Treasury in line with the 

conditional grant framework deadlines.  
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Figure 5: EIG Process Map 

 

 

MST Process Map 

The national department in consultation with the provinces is responsible to identify and 

analyse areas requiring support in Mathematics, Science and Technology. Through the 

support provided during the interprovincial meeting in compiling the business plan, the 

department then evaluates, approve and submit provincial business plans to National 

Treasury. Develop and distribute planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation 

guidelines and/or templates including minimum specifications for school resources. Ensure 

compliance with reporting requirements in line with the provisions of the  Division of Revenue 

Act (DoRA), as amended. Monitor implementation at provincial, district and school level on a 

quarterly basis or as and when required in line with the grant framework. Evaluate the 

performance of the conditional grant and submit an evaluation report to National Treasury as 

per the requirements of the DoRA. 
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Figure 6: MST Grant Process Map 

 

LSPID Grant 

The LSPID grant GAMS Unit is responsible for the overall management and administration of 

the conditional grant which includes reviewing and revising the Annual LSPID Conditional 

Grant Implementation Plan; facilitating the development and approval of the LSPID 

Conditional Grant Framework and annual allocations and sharing these with Provincial 

Education Departments (PEDs) to use to compile Provincial Business Plans; supporting PEDs 

in the development of and approval of Provincial LSPID Business Plans and preparing and 

submitting Compliance Certificates to Directorate Grant Management; management of grant 

finance and ensuring effective utilisation of funds by PEDs; compiling and submitting LSPID 

Grant financial and non-financial performance quarterly reports; compiling and submitting 

LSPID Grant financial and non-financial performance annual reports; and enhancing Grant 

Managers and Transversal Itinerant Outreach Team Members knowledge and skills.  
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Figure 7: LSPID Grant Process Map 

 
 

 

HIV/AIDS Process Map 
 
The department provide evidence-based guidance towards the development of a standardised 

annual conditional grant framework and nine provincial specific annual business plans for the 

HIV and AIDS Life Skills Education Programme. Identify risks and challenges impacting on 

provincial implementation. Develop risk management strategies to address these risks. 

Ensure synergy with national strategies and processes aimed at reducing HIV and related 

chronic illnesses, such as TB infection together with the associated risk factors, such as 

alcohol and drug use. Agree on outputs and targets with PEDs in line with grant objectives 

and national imperatives in line with the compiled business. Monitor implementation of the 

programme and provide support to provinces. Submit quarterly performance reports to 

National Treasury within 45 days after the end of each quarter.  Thereafter, is the compilation 

of the annual evaluation report that is submitted to the national treasury within the timeframes 

as specified on the conditional grant framework. 
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Figure 8: HIV/AIDS Grant Process Map 

 

 

Are there any parts of the process maps that could be more efficient? 

There are potential overlaps in the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders in that all the 

grant oversight units undertake planning, monitoring and oversight. While the planning 

(drafting conditional grant frameworks) requires specific expertise aligned to the respective 

grant purposes (e.g. infrastructure expertise for the EIG, special needs education for the 

LSPID), but it could be argued that there are less specific skills needed for the monitoring and 

oversight.  When comparing the processes across grants relating to grant planning which 

includes needs assessment, business planning, and developing the grant frameworks,  

provincial support which includes assisting provinces to comply with the grant conditions and 

procurement of materials based on grant conditions. We have found that for the NSNP grant 

consultation takes place with district officials, provincial treasuries, provincial finance sections 

and the National Treasury takes place on business plans in August of each year and that the 

DBE and the Feed, Uplift, Educate and Learn NGO attend inter-district meetings upon 

invitation by provinces, whereby the Grant Framework is discussed and draft business plans 

are developed. The transfer schedule dates are divided into the following two categories; 

provinces that are procuring via tender and those that are transferring funds to schools 

respectively. For the EIG, the process commenced with PEDs to provide the relevant 

Provincial Treasuries with a list of infrastructure projects over the MTEF for tabling in the 

provincial legislature with the provincial Appropriation Bill in the format determined by the 

National Treasury by April. The submission of the draft U-AMPs for a period of at least 10 

years in preparation for the coming financial year by the PEDs. Then for the HIV and AIDS 

grant the  department is responsible to first identify risks and challenges impacting on 

provincial implementation and develop risk management strategies to address these risks also 

by ensuring synergy with national strategies and processes. 
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There are processes that are common and which could be streamlined are payments and 

transfers, monthly and quarterly reporting although the content of the reports would be 

different and monitoring and oversight activities. When it comes to monitoring the department 

might need specific expertise in monitoring but would streamline some monitoring activities. 

Each grant has its own oversight unit located in various parts of the department, all of which 

are coordinated by the grant coordinator who is located elsewhere in the department. This 

results in the duplication of administrative support functions required to provide the necessary 

for example  oversight. 

 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The current indicators that the department uses measure the core function of the each programme for 

example EIG mainly measures schools built. It is only the NSNP that monitors  number of monitoring 

visits conducted. However, apart from the indicators that measure grant performance, the department 

also needs to use a few indicators to track the efficiency of its grant administration and monitoring 

activities.  

 
Proposed new indicators 

Properly monitoring all activities is essential to mitigating financial risk, and without the help of 

technology, improper tracking is much more likely to happen. 

Table 2: Performance Indicators 

Type Indicator(s) 

Economy • Year on year changes in travel and accommodation expenditure.   

Efficiency 

• Percentage of travel and accommodation expenditure against 
oversight budget allocation of each conditional grant. 

• Percentage of CoE budget against the oversight budget per the 
conditional grant. 

 

EXPENDITURE OBSERVATIONS 

Methodology 

The expenditure data used was sourced from BAS over a three-year period from 2018/19 to 

2020/21. To estimate total expenditure on Grant planning, administration and monitoring, this 

spending review uses multiple sources of data including BAS and PERSAL. It also compares 

the personnel expenditure against the approved organogram to actual spending in terms of 

the organisation of these grant units. In others, there is a difference between the planned and 

actual spending on personnel.  
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In addition, the personnel analysis differentiates between different types of personnel 

resources by grouping personnel into administrators and technical specialists. 

To calculate total expenditure on this function, this spending review adds compensation of 

employees and goods and services. In particular, goods and services were classified into 

travel, catering, venues etc to identify expenditure largely associated with monitoring visits. 

Additional information used in this spending review was sourced from Department of Basic 

Education, various policy documents and meetings held with the various stakeholders within 

National Treasury.  

 

 

Figure 9: Expenditure Methodology 

 

1.5 Total expenditure 

Expenditure was analysed over a three-year period, from 2017/18 to 2020/21. The department 

have spent just under R120 million Grant Administration, Monitoring, Oversight, and Support 

across all five grants - EIG, NSNP, LSPID, MST and HIV/AIDS. However, in 2020/21 

expenditure dropped from R41.8 million to R35 million as a result of the COVID-19 lockdown 

and the restrictions on travel.  

 

The main cost drivers in the GAMS function are compensation of employees at R82 millon 

which amounts to 69 per cent of total expenditure. The second largest source of spending is 

on goods and services at R36 million or 31 per cent of the total expenditure.  
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Table 3: GAMS TOTAL EXPENDITURE 

 

1.6 Goods and services expenditure 

Expenditure on goods and services has declined over the past three years from R16.8 million 

in 2018/19 to R6.4 million in 2020/21. This decline is caused by budget reductions and Covid-

19 restrictions in 2020/21. 

Table 4: GOODS AND SERVICES EXPENDITURE 

 

 

The goods and services spending on the NSNP grant over a three year period have increased 

to R12.6 million which is contributed by expenditure from 2018/19 and 2019/20. When it comes 

to GAMS, expenditure on goods and services includes spending on travel and subsistence, 

catering, venues and facilities and rental and hiring, communication, cell phones contracts, 

consumable supplies, administrative fees that is paid to the agency to book flights for 

monitoring and oversight visits. Aside from the routine expenditure on GAMS, the NSNP also 

spends on advocacy campaigns through radios, stationery and printing, teacher support 

material and advertising.   

ITEMS 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand 

Total

COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES 25 713       28 420      28 362       82 494   

GOODS AND SERVICES 16 792       13 333      6 378         36 503   

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 336            

PAYMENTS FOR FINANCIAL ASSET 29              3               217            249        

       42 870       41 756        34 956   119 247 

ITEMS 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand 

Total

GOODS AND SERVICES 16 792      13 333     6 378        36 503   

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES: PAYMENTS 692            291           116            1 099     

ADVERTISING 209            99             503            811        

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 507            493           222            1 222     

COMMUNICATION 366            152           168            686        

COMPUTER SERVICES 2 414         2 372        1 402         6 188     

CONS SUPPLIES 787            417           28              1 232     

CONS:STA,PRINT&OFF SUP 301            100           178            579        

INV:LEARN&TEACH SUPP MATE -            431           -            431        

INV:OTHER SUPPLIES 465            857           435            1 757     

MINOR ASSETS 52              11             35              99          

OPERATING LEASES 37              42             29              108        

OPERATING PAYMENTS 868            679           961            2 508     

RENTAL & HIRING 349            48             2                399        

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 6 650         6 156        1 740         14 546   

VENUES AND FACILITIES 1 185         623           437            2 245     

TOTAL        16 792       13 333          6 378     36 503 
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Table 5: NSNP Goods and services items 

 
 

In relation to the Education Infrastructure grant, the Department spends on computer services 

which includes a payment for Education Facilities Management System (EFMS). The EFMS 

is a project management system that will eventually link with Infrastructure Reporting Model 

(IRM), trying to move away from the spreadsheets.  

There is also a payment to SITA for hosting of the National Education Infrastructure 

Management System (NEIMS) . This system is used for planning and monitoring the condition 

of schools. It is also able to generate reports e.g. electricity, water, sanitation etc. and the 

Department also spends on consultants: Business and advisory services. This expenditure 

relates to the sourcing of skills that the department does not possess and these relate to the 

appointment and payment of Engineers, Quantity Surveyors etc.  

The cost drivers for the remaining three grants which are LSPID, MST and HIV/AIDS go 

towards travel and subsistence in order to conduct monitoring and oversight. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NSNP GOODS AND SERVICES ITEMS 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand Total

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES: PAYMENTS 211                                                                    135          22            369             

ADVERTISING -                                                                     35            466          501             

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 257                                                                    245          147          649             

COMMUNICATION 221                                                                    58            76            355             

COMPUTER SERVICES 17                                                                      17               

CONS SUPPLIES 772                                                                    397          28            1 196          

CONS:STA,PRINT&OFF SUP 106                                                                    14            2              122             

INV:LEARN&TEACH SUPP MATE 431          -          431             

INV:OTHER SUPPLIES 465                                                                    857          435          1 757          

MINOR ASSETS 17                                                                      7              12            36               

OPERATING LEASES 17                                                                      28            28            73               

OPERATING PAYMENTS 509                                                                    61            460          1 030          

RENTAL & HIRING 54                                                                      35            -          88               

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 2 254                                                                 2 492       249          4 995          

VENUES AND FACILITIES 690                                                                    323          10            1 023          

Grand Total 5 590                                                                 5 119      1 935      12 644        
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In the table below, we have looked at the compensation of employees which is grouped into 

administration and technical monitoring specialists. It The department spends an average of 

20 per cent of the compensation of employees budget on grant administration and the 

remaining 80 per cent is sent on the personnel responsible for the Planning, Monitoring and 

Support of the oversight unit. This ratio between administration and technical personnel 

remains consistent over the past three years.  

 

The NSNP and the EIG spend the most of on personnel account for 29 per cent and 40 per 

cent of the total compensation of employees budget respectively. The remaining three grants 

(MST, HIV/AIDS and LSPID) each account for about 10 per cent of the total spending on 

compensation of employees. There is some scope for streamlining the grant administration by 

making better use of administrative resources and technology. 

 

Over the past three years, the department have spent a total of R15 billion of which, R4.9 

billion was spent in 2018/19, R5.5 billion in 2019/20 and R5.5 billion in 2020/21 on grant 

administrators across each grant. I t is possible to saving by creating a single unit to support 

the administration of grants. This unit would do all the travel booking, arrange accommodation, 

organise venues etc.  

 

Table 6: Compensation of employees per grant 

 

 

 

EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS BY GRANT TYPE 

1.7 Grant administration, monitoring and support expenditure by grant type  

The NSNP is a personnel driven programme that relies heavy on personnel to conduct the 

monitoring and evaluation of the programme. DBE spends 0.2 per cent of the total GAMS 

expenditure on goods and services and the rest is spent on compensation of employees.  

Over the past three years, the department have spent R4.8 million in 2018/19, R4.9 million in 

2019/20 and R947 000 in 2020/21. This expenditure was spent on monitoring and oversight 

function under goods and services.  

Conditional 

Grant

Grant 

Admin

Planning, 

Monitoring 

and Support

Grant 

Admin

Planning, 

Monitoring 

and Support

Grant 

Admin

Planning, 

Monitoring 

and Support

Grand Total

EIG 778 376    7 044 026     944 198      8 424 297    1 200 098 7 821 928    26 212 924 

NSNP 2 454 680 9 446 272     2 725 337  9 371 431    2 769 771 9 258 989    36 026 480 

MST 676 810    1 839 947     723 530      2 058 391    584 248     2 004 436    7 887 361    

LSPID 354 294    1 671 177     355 971      1 756 447    376 360     1 787 041    6 301 290    

HIV/AIDS 224 171    3 819 208     456 304      4 163 686    535 253     3 696 306    12 894 928 

Grand Total 4 488 331 23 820 629   5 205 341  25 774 253 5 465 729 24 568 701  89 322 984 

Ratio

2019/202018/29 2020/21

19% 20% 22%
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This expenditure is mainly driven by travel and subsistence, venues and facilities, consumable 

and supplies and also other. This is expenditure that allows the oversight teams to conduct 

monitoring visits in various provinces, districts and schools and also printing of learning 

materials that is distributed to schools. However, the goods and services expenditure have 

declined to just less than R1 million in 2020/21 and this was due to the covid-19 country 

lockdown. 

Administration expenditure account for about 0.2 per cent of total grant expenditure between 

2018/19 and 2020/21. Expenditure on compensation of employees accounts for almost 99 per 

cent of total expenditure on GAMS.  The remainder of expenditure is for goods and services 

required for monitoring, oversight and support activities. Between 2018/19 and 2020/21, 

expenditure on monitoring, support and oversight declined from R4.8 million to R947 000 as 

a result of the decline in travel and accommodation, venues and catering costs due to the 

lockdown restrictions. This would suggest that the NSNP relies heavily on monitoring visits to 

keep track of implementation.  

Table 7: National School Nutrition programme 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON NSNP 
GAMS 

2018/29 2019/20 2020/21 CAGR (2018/19-
2020/21 

COE     

Grant Admin 2 454 680 2 725 337 2 769 771 6.2% 

Planning, Monitoring and Support 9 446 272 9 371 431 9 258 989 -1.0% 

Subtotal 11 900 952 12 096 769 12 028 760 0.5% 

Good and Services                   5 965                 5 253                1 681  -46.9% 

Monitoring and oversight                   4 819                 4 852                   947  -55.7% 

Travel and subsistence                   2 254                 2 492                   249  -66.8% 

Catering                      257                    245                   147  -24.4% 

Venues and facilities                      690                    323                      10  -88% 

Rental and hiring                        54                      35                       -    -100.0% 

Communication                      221                      58                      76  -41.4% 

Inv: LTSM                         -                      431                       -     

Inv: other supplies                      465                    857                   435  -3.3% 

Consumable supplies                      772                    397                      28  -81.0% 

Cons: stationery and printing                      106                      14                        2  -86.3% 

Other                   1 146                    401                   734  -20.0% 

Payment for capital assets                      196                      85                   106  -26.5% 

Machinery                      196                      85                   106  -26.5% 

Subtotal                   6 161                 5 338                1 787  -46.1% 

TOTAL: GAMS Expenditure         11 907 113       12 102 107      12 030 547  0.5% 

per cent Grant expenditure 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% -5.3% 
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Administration expenditure account for about 0.1 per cent of total grant expenditure between 

2018/19 and 2020/21. Expenditure on compensation of employees accounts for almost 99 per 

cent of total expenditure on GAMS.  The remainder of expenditure is for goods and services 

required for monitoring, oversight and support activities. Between 2018/19 and 2020/21, 

expenditure on monitoring, support and oversight have remained relatively low from R726 000 

to R824 000 which is mainly used for travel and accommodation, venues and catering costs. 

In addition, the department have spent R3 million in 2018/19, R2.6 million in 2019/20 and R2 

million in 2020/21 on infrastructure advisory fees. Consultants: Business and advisory service 

is mainly towards payment of Profession Support Unit (PSU). These consultants relate to all 

infrastructure related consultants that the DBE does not expertise within but consult on a 

project to project basis. These relate to Geologist, Engineers, Quantity Surveyors etc. 

However, the use of consultants has declined and this is an indication that the department is 

now able to insourced some of the work in 2019/20 and hired more people. So, advisory 

services declined from R3 to R2.5 million between 18/19 and 19/29 while CoE increases from 

R7 million to R8.4 million over the same period.  

 

Table 8: Total Expenditure on EIG 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON EIG GAMS 2018/29 2019/20 2020/21 

COE       

Grant Admin 778 376 944 198 1 200 098 

Planning, Monitoring and Support 7 044 026 8 424 297 7 821 928 

Subtotal 7 822 402 9 368 495 9 022 026 

        

Good and Services                  4 045                   3 546                2 483  

Monitoring and oversight                      726                      824                      80  

Travel and subsistence                      663                      732                      80  

Catering                        63                        92                       -    

Advisory services                  3 012                   2 586                2 005  

Other                      307                      136                   398  

TOTAL: GAMS Expenditure           7 826 447           9 372 045         9 024 520  

per cent Grant expenditure 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 
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Administration expenditure account for about 1 per cent of total grant expenditure between 

2018/19 and 2020/21. Expenditure on compensation of employees accounts for almost 99per 

cent of total expenditure on GAMS.  The remainder of expenditure is for goods and services 

required for monitoring, oversight and support activities. Between 2018/19 and 2020/21, 

expenditure on monitoring, support and oversight declined from R1.5 million to R965 000 as 

a result of the decline in travel and accommodation, cost due to the lockdown restrictions. This 

would suggest that the MST relies heavily on monitoring visits to keep track of implementation.  

 

Table 9: Expenditure on MST 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON MST GAMS 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 

COE       

Grant Admin 676 810 723 530 584 248 

Planning, Monitoring and Support 1 839 947 2 058 391 2 004 436 

Subtotal 2 516 757 2 781 920 2 588 684 

        

Good and Services                   1 909               2 045               1 272  

Monitoring and oversight                   1 538               1 880                   965  

Travel and subsistence                   1 305               1 871                   962  

Catering                      129                      9                       1  

Venues and facilities                        78                     -                        -    

Rental and hiring                        26                     -                         2  

Subtotal                   2 328               2 210               1 696  

TOTAL: GAMS Expenditure           2 519 085       2 784 130        2 590 380  

% Grant expenditure 1% 1% 1% 

 

Administration expenditure account for about 1 per cent of total grant expenditure between 

2018/19 and 2020/21. Expenditure on compensation of employees accounts for almost 99per 

cent of total expenditure on GAMS.  The remainder of expenditure is for goods and services 

required for monitoring, oversight and support activities. Between 2018/19 and 2020/21, 

expenditure on monitoring, support and oversight declined from R2.7 million to R914 000 as 

a result of the decline in travel and accommodation cost due to the lockdown restrictions. This 

would suggest that the LSPID relies heavily on monitoring visits to keep track of 

implementation.  
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Table 10 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON LSPID GAMS 2018/29 2019/20 2020/21 

COE       

Grant Admin 354 294 355 971 376 360 

Planning, Monitoring and Support 1 671 177 1 756 447 1 787 041 

Subtotal 2 025 471 2 112 418 2 163 401 

Good and Services                   3 295               1 158                  914  

Monitoring and oversight                   2 718               1 158                  914  

Travel and subsistence                   2 005                  748                  413  

Catering                        57                    98                    74  

Venues and facilities                      386                  299                  427  

Rental and hiring                      270                    13                     -    

Other                      511      

TOTAL: GAMS Expenditure           2 025 471       2 112 418       2 163 401  

% Grant expenditure 1% 1% 1% 
 

Administration expenditure account for about 2 per cent of total grant expenditure between 

2018/19 and 2020/21. Expenditure on compensation of employees accounts for almost 99per 

cent of total expenditure on GAMS.  The remainder of expenditure is for goods and services 

required for monitoring, oversight and support activities. Between 2018/19 and 2020/21, 

expenditure on monitoring, support and oversight declined from R457 000 to R35 000. This is 

the programme with the lowest expenditure on monitoring and oversight and this suggest that 

they might be other ways that the department uses to monitor the implementation of the 

programme.  

 

Table 11 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ON HIV/AIDS GAMS 2018/29 2019/20 2020/21 

COE       

Grant Admin 224 171 456 304 535 253 

Planning, Monitoring and Support 3 819 208 4 163 686 3 696 306 

Subtotal 4 043 379 4 619 990 4 231 559 

Good and Services                      841                 1 153                    542  

Monitoring and oversight                      457                    363                      35  

Travel and subsistence                      425                    313                      35  

Catering                          1                      50                       -    

Venues and facilities                        31                       -                         -    

Other                      384                    790                    507  

Subtotal                      868                 1 229                    542  

TOTAL: GAMS Expenditure           4 044 247         4 621 219         4 232 101  

% Grant expenditure 2% 2% 2% 
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1.8 Differences between the approved organogram and actual personnel 

In conducting the analysis, it become apparent that there is a difference between the approved 

establishment and the actual configuration of these monitoring, support and oversight units 

within the DBE. These differences are discussed below.  

There is a noted deviation between the data from PERSAL and the data from the departmental 

organogram. This is due to the department that appears to have swopped an ASD for a DD, 

which increases the personnel costs. 

In terms of the NSNP, it appears that the department has increased the number administrative 

staff (employing more assistant directors), reduced the mid-level positions (fewer deputy 

directors) and opted to employ more senior resources. The net effect of these changes is that 

the Department is R3.1 million paying more on personnel for oversight.  

On MST grant according to persal data the department have spent R4.3 million in 2018/19, 

R4.5 million in 2019/20 and R4.5 million in 2020/21. The department appears to have paid 

more by  R2.1 million to implement the oversight in each year over a 3 year period. On 

HIV/AIDS, the department have paid more to implement the oversight by R833 000 in each 

year over a 3 year period. 

The department have provided personnel information related to the NSNP, EIG and HIV/AIDS 

post establishments. It is unfortunate that the department’s organisational structure is fluid, 

and changing constantly and does not contain a Unit with a post establishment related to MST. 

However, the officials appointed in these posts are being remunerated from the PERSAL 

System, which means that they will appear on the PERSAL Report. It became apparent that 

the actual personnel structure differs from the approved one and that PERSAL number show 

the approved establishment. 

Table 12: NSNP Personnel Headcount 

 

Position Salary level No of positions 

on Persal

No of positions on 

the Organogram

Deviation btn Persal 

and Organogram

Senior Administrative Clerk 5 0 0

Senior Secretary 6 1 0 1

Administrative Officer 7 0 0

Senior Administrative Officer 8 4 4 0

ASD: School Feeding 10 1 6 -5

DD: Nutrition in Education 12 5 1 4

DD: School Feeding 2 0 2

DD: School Nutrition 1 1 0

Chief Education Specialist 2 4 -2

D: School Nutrition 13 1 1 0

Total 17 17 0

NSNP
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There is noted deviation between the data from Persal and the data from the departmental 

organogram. This is due to the department that have It seems like they have swopped an ASD 

for a DD, which increases the personnel costs. 

Table 13: EIG Personnel 

 

 

OPTIONS ANALYSIS 

The Department of Basic Education is required to consider cconsolidating grant administration 

across all five grants by reducing travel, venue and catering. This can be done by minimising 

travel and accommodation for physical visits. National Treasury is forecasting forward grant 

administration expenditure across all five units and that assuming a 10 to 30 percent. 

The department is required to invest resources in developing an online tracking tool that will 

be used to monitor to track progress on the implementation of key Grant activities and identify 

implementation challenges and addressing these timeously. Properly monitoring all activities 

is essential to mitigating financial risk, and without the help of technology, improper 

tracking is much more likely to happen. As organizations expand their programs, 

technology is key to scaling and streamlining as well as maintaining and measuring key 

data. Therefore, a grants management system is the right solution for helping the 

department to achieve its desired goals and objectives. 

  

Position Salary Level No of positions 

on Persal

No of positions on 

the Organogram

Deviation btn Persal 

and Organogram

Senior Secretary 6 1 1 0

Senior Administrative Officer 8 2 2 0

ASD: Physical Planning 10 2 1 1

DD: Physical Planning 12 6 7 -1

Director: Physical Planning 13 1 1 0

Total 12 12 0

EIG

https://www.amplifund.com/
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

• With a comprehensive grants management system at the fingertips, the department 

will no longer have to track down files, wait for reports or determine where in the 

process you and your team are. Instead, you can let the system automate and manage 

your tasks, search for grants for you, and remind you when your work needs to be 

completed. A grants management system will standardize data collection and reporting 

processes across your entire organization. This will help drive transparency, produce 

more timely and accurate reporting, and help comply with grant requirements. 

• As grant management seek to maintain compliance, technology is one solution 

offered up for consideration. Grant management software can help the department 

to expedite grant management processes and drive efficiencies. This allows 

resources to focus on programmatic and strategic plan-related projects. Currently 

the department uses Excel, Word to manage the process and that there are no 

Standard Operating Procedures as such if one of the key personnel could be lost, 

others in the organization would be unable to easily pick up where they have left 

off. 

• Grant information is siloed among key personnel with one central repository or 

management process. An effective grants management system will support your 

efforts and manage the entire grants lifecycle.  

• The analysis suggests that there is some scope for streamlining the grant 

administration, oversight and monitoring functions by making better use of 

administrative resources and technology. 

• The Department of Basic Education (DBE) should consider centralising certain aspects 

of the process that they can centralise – grant administration (admin, payments). 

• Since the grant information is siloed among key personnel with one central 

repository or management process, as such an effective grants management 

system to support the efforts and manage the entire grants lifecycle is 

recommended.  

• DBE should monitor the economy and efficiency of its grant management activities. 

  

https://www.ecivis.com/grant-management-software-solution
https://www.ecivis.com/goas-report-on-the-costs-of-customizing-grant-systems-part-1
https://www.ecivis.com/goas-report-on-the-costs-of-customizing-grant-systems-part-1
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ACTIONS 

In overall, the department will realise savings of approximately R20 million per annum from 

compensation of employees and goods and services.  

By sticking to the approved organogram, the department will realise savings of approximately 

R6 million per annum on compensation of employees which is mainly coming from NSNP, 

MST and HIV/AIDS oversight.  

In light of Grant GAMS unit that is moving towards the online and virtual monitoring and 

providing support of activities has proved efficient in that it has enabled easy access to 

support, continuous monitoring and support, it requires less time to reach more people and 

enables faster response to identified challenges. In implementing this platform fully, National 

Treasury propose a three phase scenario savings of R1.8 billion over the medium, where in 

the first year is a conservative scenario of 10 per cent which is expected to realise savings of 

R588  million in 2022/23, the second scenario is a 20 per cent moderate scenario which is 

expected to realise savings of R608 million in 2023/24 and lastly is the significant scenario of 

30 per cent which is expected to realise savings of R623 million in 2024/25. These savings 

will be realised under goods and services and compensation of employees items. However, it 

should be noted that the fully-fledged online platform would require the setup costs which 

would be once off.  

Table 14 

 

 

 

  

Grant Administration (Personnel costs) 2018/29 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

NSNP 2 454 680      2 725 337      2 769 771      2 883 332      3 004 432      3 139 631      3 293 473      

EIG 778 376         944 198         1 200 098      1 250 502      1 306 775      1 370 807      1 370 807      

MST 676 810         723 530         584 248         610 539         640 456         640 456         640 456         

LSPID 354 294         355 971         376 360         394 802         394 802         394 802         394 802         

HIV/AIDS 224 171         456 304         535 253         535 253         535 253         535 253         535 253         

Total 4 488 331      5 205 340      5 465 730      5 674 428      5 881 716      6 080 948      6 234 790      

Column1 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 Total over MTEF

10% savings (Conservative scenario) 588 172         608 095         623 479         1 819 745          

20% savings (Moderate scenario) 1 176 343      1 216 190      1 246 958      3 639 491          

30% savings (Significant scenario) 1 764 515      1 824 284      1 870 437      5 459 236          
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APPENDICES 

Figure 10: Total GAMS Expenditure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021

Grand 

Total

COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES 13 178     14 529     14 623     42 330     

SALARIES AND WAGES 11 701     12 907     12 952     37 561     

SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 1 477       1 621       1 671       4 769       

GOODS AND SERVICES 5 590       5 119       1 935       12 644     

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES: PAYMENTS 211           135           22             369           

ADVERTISING -           35             466           501           

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 257           245           147           649           

COMMUNICATION 221           58             76             355           

COMPUTER SERVICES 17             17             

CONS SUPPLIES 772           397           28             1 196       

CONS:STA,PRINT&OFF SUP 106           14             2               122           

INV:LEARN&TEACH SUPP MATE 431           -           431           

INV:OTHER SUPPLIES 465           857           435           1 757       

MINOR ASSETS 17             7               12             36             

OPERATING LEASES 17             28             28             73             

OPERATING PAYMENTS 509           61             460           1 030       

RENTAL & HIRING 54             35             -           88             

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 2 254       2 492       249           4 995       

VENUES AND FACILITIES 690           323           10             1 023       

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 196           85             106           388           

OTHER MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 196           85             106           388           

PAYMENTS FOR FINANCIAL ASSET 20             3               2               26             

THEFTS AND LOSSES 20             3               2               26             
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Figure 11: EIG Expenditure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EIG

2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021

Grand 

Total

COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES 7 816       8 960       9 007       25 782     

SALARIES AND WAGES 7 038       8 089       8 104       23 230     

SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 778           872           903           2 552       

GOODS AND SERVICES 5 506       3 904       1 859       11 269     

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES: PAYMENTS 25             25             4               54             

AUDIT COST:EXTERNAL -           -           

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 63             92             -           155           

COMMUNICATION 126           52             53             231           

COMPUTER SERVICES 2 398       2 372       1 402       6 172       

CONS SUPPLIES 0               -           0               

CONS:STA,PRINT&OFF SUP 88             1               148           237           

CONSULT:BUSINESS&ADVISORY SERV 2 076       626           161           2 862       

MINOR ASSETS 4               11             15             

OPERATING PAYMENTS 68             68             

TRANSPORT PROVIDED DEPT ACTIVITY -           -           

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 663           732           80             1 474       

HOUSEHOLDS (HH) 0               0               

H/H:EMPLOYEE SOCIAL BENEFITS 0               0               

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT -           27             91             118           

OTHER MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT -           27             91             118           

PAYMENTS FOR FINANCIAL ASSET 9               215           224           

THEFTS AND LOSSES 9               215           224           
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Figure 12:  LSPID Expenditure 

 

 

Figure 13:  MST Expenditure 

 

  

LSPID

2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021

Grand 

Total

COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES 2 096       2 206       2 166       6 468       

SALARIES AND WAGES 2 096       2 206       2 165       6 467       

SOCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS 0               0               0               1               

GOODS AND SERVICES 3 097       1 269       1 005       5 372       

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES: PAYMENTS 254           51             52             358           

ADVERTISING 43             43             

AGENCY&SUPRT/OUTSOURCED SERVICES -           -           -           -           

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 57             98             74             228           

COMMUNICATION 19             42             37             98             

CONS SUPPLIES 6               17             23             

CONS:STA,PRINT&OFF SUP 46             -           -           46             

MINOR ASSETS 11             11             

OPERATING PAYMENTS -           2               2               

RENTAL & HIRING 270           13             283           

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT -           -           -           

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 2 005       748           413           3 166       

VENUES AND FACILITIES 386           299           427           1 112       

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 66             -           66             

OTHER MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 66             -           66             

DBE:TCHS, EDU HUM RES & INST DEV -           -           

MST

2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021

Grand 

Total

COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES 2 623       2 725       2 566       7 914       

GOODS AND SERVICES 1 812       2 045       1 038       4 895       

OVERSIGH MAT,SCI &TECH GRANT-NAT 1 812       2 045       1 038       4 895       

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES: PAYMENTS 167           64             37             268           

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 129           9               1               138           

COMMUNICATION 2               2               

CONS SUPPLIES 9               2               -           12             

CONS:STA,PRINT&OFF SUP 60             85             26             171           

MINOR ASSETS 22             -           7               29             

OPERATING LEASES 17             14             1               32             

OPERATING PAYMENTS -           -           

RENTAL & HIRING 26             2               28             

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 1 305       1 871       962           4 137       

VENUES AND FACILITIES 78             -           -           78             

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 48             -           117           165           

SOFTWARE & INTANGIBLE ASSETS -           -           
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Figure 14:  HIV/AIDS Expenditure 

 

 

Figure 15: PERSONNEL AND COE DATA ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HIV / AIDS

2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021

Grand 

Total

GOODS AND SERVICES 787           996           541           2 324       

ADMINISTRATIVE FEES: PAYMENTS 35             15             1               51             

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 1               50             -           51             

CONS:STA,PRINT&OFF SUP 0               -           1               2               

MINOR ASSETS 2               5               7               

OPERATING LEASES 2               2               

OPERATING PAYMENTS 291           618           498           1 408       

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 425           313           35             773           

VENUES AND FACILITIES 31             31             

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 26             76             101           

OTHER MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT 26             76             101           

Position Salary 

level

No of 

positions 

on Persal

No of positions on 

the Organogram

Deviation btn Persal 

and Organogram

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Senior Administrative Clerk 5 0 0

Senior Secretary 6 1 283 676     310 134     309 733     283 676           310 134     309 733     0 0 0 283 676 310 134 309 733 0 1

Administrative Officer 7 279 214     -                   -             -             0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior Administrative Officer 8 4 445 355     495 039     474 675     1 781 419        1 980 158  1 898 700  1 781 419 1 980 158 1 898 700 0 0 0 4 0

ASD: School Feeding 10 1 603 385     655 536     637 095     603 385           655 536     637 095     3 620 311 3 933 216 3 822 573 -3 016 926 -3 277 680 -3 185 477 6 -5

DD: Nutrition in Education 5 833 198     4 165 991        -             -             833 198 0 0 3 332 793 0 0 1 4

DD: School Feeding 2 839 023     888 889     896 983     1 678 047        1 777 778  1 793 967  0 0 0 1 678 047 1 777 778 1 793 967 0 2

DD: School Nutrition 1 940 489     1 004 771  1 019 712  940 489           1 004 771  1 019 712  940 489 1 004 771 1 019 712 0 0 0 1 0

Chief Education Specialist 2 920 767     980 938     993 187     1 841 534        1 961 875  1 986 375  3 683 069 3 923 750 3 972 749 -1 841 534 -1 961 875 -1 986 375 4 -2

D: School Nutrition 13 1 1 275 914  1 349 327  1 273 459  1 275 914        1 349 327  1 273 459  1 275 914 1 349 327 1 273 459 0 0 0 1 0

Total 17 631 726    711 575    695 639    12 570 456 9 039 579 8 919 041 12 134 400 12 191 223 11 987 193 436 055 -3 151 644 -3 068 152 17 0

Total Persal Salary Deviation btn Persal CoE and Organogram 

CoE

NSNP

12

Persal Average Salary Organogram Total Salary

Position Salary 

level

No of 

positions 

on Persal

No of positions on 

the Organogram

Deviation btn Persal 

and Organogram

Senior Secretary 6 1 416 673    416 673           -             -             416 673 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Senior Administrative Officer 8 2 416 673    416 673    416 673    833 347           833 347     833 347     833 347 833 347 833 347 0 0 0 2 0

ASD: Physical Planning 10 2 416 673    416 673    416 673    833 347           833 347     833 347     416 673 416 673 416 673 416 673 416 673 416 673 1 1

DD: Physical Planning 12 6 416 673    416 673    416 673    2 500 040        2 500 040  2 500 040  2 916 713 2 916 713 2 916 713 -416 673 -416 673 -416 673 7 -1

Director: Physical Planning 13 1 416 673    416 673    416 673    416 673           416 673     416 673     416 673 416 673 416 673 0 0 0 1 0

Total 12 416 673    416 673    416 673    5 000 080 4 583 406 4 583 406 5 000 080 4 583 406 4 583 406 0 0 0 12 0

Persal Average Salary Total Persal Salary Organogram Total Salary Deviation btn Persal CoE and Organogram 

CoE

EIG

Position Salary 

level

No of 

positions 

on Persal

No of positions on 

the Organogram

Deviation btn Persal 

and Organogram

Administrative Officer 7 1 354 294     355 971     376 360     354 294           355 971     376 360     354 294 355 971 376 360 0 0 0 1 0

Assistant Director 10 1 636 339     655 783     687 418     636 339           655 783     687 418     636 339 655 783 687 418 0 0 0 1 0

Chief Education Specialist 12 1 1 034 838  1 100 665  1 099 622  1 034 838        1 100 665  1 099 622  1 034 838 1 100 665 1 099 622 0 0 0 1 0

Total 3 675 157     704 139     721 134     2 025 471 2 112 418 2 163 401 2 025 471 2 112 418 2 163 401 0 0 0 3 0

Persal Average Salary Total Persal Salary Organogram Total Salary Deviation btn Persal CoE and Organogram 

CoE

LSPID

Position Salary 

level

No of 

positions 

on Persal

No of positions on 

the Organogram

Deviation btn Persal 

and Organogram

Assistant Director 10 3 416 673     416 673     416 673     1 250 020        1 250 020  1 250 020  1 250 020 1 250 020 1 250 020 0 0 0 3 0

Administrative Clerk 5 0 416 673     416 673     416 673     -                   -             -             2 083 366 2 083 366 2 083 366 -2 083 366 -2 083 366 -2 083 366 5 -5

3 416 673     416 673     416 673     4 310 328 4 463 103 4 513 043 6 393 695 6 546 469 6 596 409 -2 083 366 -2 083 366 -2 083 366 8 -5

Deviation btn Persal CoE and Organogram 

CoE

Persal Average Salary

MST

Total Persal Salary Organogram Total Salary

Position Salary 

level

No of 

positions 

on Persal

No of positions on 

the Organogram

Deviation btn Persal 

and Organogram

Senior administration clerk 5 1 416 673     416 673     -                   416 673     416 673     0 416 673 416 673 0 0 0 1 0

Senior secretary 6 1 416 673     416 673           -             -             416 673 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

DD: Health promotion 12 3 416 673     416 673     416 673     1 250 020        1 250 020  1 250 020  2 083 366 2 083 366 2 083 366 -833 347 -833 347 -833 347 5 -2

D: Health Promotion 13 1 416 673     416 673     -                   416 673     416 673     0 416 673 416 673 0 0 0 1 0

Total 6 416 673     416 673     416 673     1 666 693 2 083 366 2 083 366 2 500 040 2 916 713 2 916 713 -833 347 -833 347 -833 347 8 -2

Persal Average Salary Total Persal Salary Organogram Total Salary Deviation btn Persal CoE and Organogram 

CoE

HIV/AIDS
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Figure 16: GAMS Goods and Services 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: NSNP Total Expenditure 

 

 

 

  

ITEMS 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand 

Total

GOODS AND SERVICES 16 792      13 333     6 378        36 503   

Of Which: 8 691        7 320       2 401        18 411   

CATERING:DEPARTML ACTIVITIES 507            493           222            1 222     

RENTAL & HIRING 349            48             2                399        

TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE 6 650         6 156        1 740         14 546   

VENUES AND FACILITIES 1 185         623           437            2 245     

TOTAL        16 792       13 333          6 378     36 503 

ITEMS 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 Grand 

Total

COMPENSATION OF EMPLOYEES 25 713         28 420        28 362         82 494     

GOODS AND SERVICES 16 792         13 333        6 378           36 503     

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 336              

PAYMENTS FOR FINANCIAL ASSET 29                 3                  217              249           

          42 870          41 756           34 956     119 247 
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TOTAL: GAMS Expenditure

NSNP Total expenditure on planning, monitoring and 
support
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HIV/AIDS (Lifeskills)  

Figure 18 

 

 

Figure 19 
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Figure 20 

Learners with Severe and Profound Intellectual Disabilities 

 

 

Figure 21: Mathematics, Science and Technology  
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Figure 22: Education Infrastructure Grant 
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